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Abstract— We present a preliminary report of a customer
pathway analysis in an off-line store. Smart phone WiFi-based
positioning technology is used to identify each customer’s path-
way behavior. The log data containing the space-time information
are analyzed using process mining, a tool that provides a
comprehensive view of an entire process. The main benefit of
process mining is that it provides the topological structure of the
processes. We installed a WiFi signal-capturing device in a retail
store of a fashion brand in South Korea and collected data over
a two-month period. Halfway through the experimental period,
we swapped a set of mannequins displayed at the entrance to
the store with an item stand. We then compared the customers’
pathway behavior before and after the change. Through an
analysis based on process mining, we observed a change in
the topological structure of the pathway behavior following
the change in the display setting. This paper demonstrates the
possibilities of analyzing customer behavior using WiFi-based
technology and the process mining technique.

Note to Practitioners—The main goal of this paper is to
demonstrate the possibility of WiFi-based positioning technology
and analytical methodology for analyzing indoor movement in
the era of Big Data and the Internet of Things. Recently, with
advances in communication, sensors, and wearable computing
technologies, strong interest has been shown in marketing and
retail behavior studies that can capture customer travel data in
off-line stores to inform and improve sales and marketing. As the
application of off-line store behavior analysis for behavior studies
and marketing gains momentum, this paper can be used as a
foundation for the development of sensor-based location analysis
systems or devices for off-line stores. The focus of this paper
is not to investigate customer behavior related to the display
change nor the behavioral science related to retail. Rather, we
experimentally demonstrate the value of the proposed technology
and the process mining technique for future research.

Index Terms— Indoor location study, process mining, sensor
data, WiFi-based location analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE analysis of customer behavior, particularly pathway
movements, in off-line stores has long been of interest to

retailers. However, due to the difficulty of tracking customers
and collecting movement data, such analysis has been limited
until recently. In the era of smartphones and Big Data, tech-
nologies for real-time tracking of off-line customers have been
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introduced. One solution available in the market is to track a
customer’s position and pathway by capturing the customer’s
smartphone signal via short- or medium-range communication
protocols, such as WiFi, Bluetooth, NFC, or Beacon [1].
For example, the position of a customer is estimated by
triangulation using the signal of the customer’s smartphone,
as captured by multiple receivers in a store. As the position
data are continuously fed to the receivers, the movement or
pathway of a customer can be evaluated.

In this paper, we present a preliminary study of customer
pathway analysis in a retail store using WiFi signal-capturing
technology. The experiment was conducted in a retail store of
a fashion brand in South Korea. In the proposed experiment,
we analyze customer pathway behavior before and after a
display change. The relationship between display analysis and
customer behavior has been investigated for many years. The
extensive related research is reviewed in the literature survey
in [2]. Studies examining the effects of product displays have
generally found that a prominent display can significantly
influence sales and shopping behavior [2], [3]. We collected
the WiFi signals and discovered the pathways of customers
who visited during the months of October and November 2015.
To identify changes in customer behavior, in the middle of
the experimental period (November 7), we swapped a set of
mannequins displayed at the entrance to the store with an
item stand. We then compared the pathway behavior before
the change (October) and after the change (November).

We used the process mining technique to identify pathway
behavior. Process mining is a tool to provide a comprehensive
view of an entire process based on real events. This paper
presents a report on the application of smartphone-based posi-
tion technology to analyze off-line customer pathway behavior.
We present the possibilities of using the technology and
propose directions for future in-depth analysis. Although we
analyzed the customer pathways before and after the display
change, the focus of this paper is not to investigate customer
behavior related to the display change nor behavioral science
related to retail. Rather, we experimentally demonstrate the
value of using the proposed technology and process mining
technique for future research.

The process mining technique provides a method to infer
an original process by using only event logs containing:
1) a case ID, which is the instance of a process; 2) an activity,
which is the specified step in a process; and 3) a time stamp.
Process mining can be used in various research areas. In par-
ticular, it provides an effective way to understand complex
human behavior [4].

Three typical types of activity are considered in process
mining: 1) process discovery; 2) conformance checking; and
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3) process enhancement [5]. Process discovery is using an
event log to construct a process model that is the formal
representation of an entire process. The aim of process
discovery is to reveal an original process model by identifying
relationships between activities. Various mining algorithms
offer logical ways to infer a process model with only an event
log. Alpha algorithms, heuristic miners, and genetic miners are
examples of mining algorithms [6]–[8]. Moreover, advanced
process discovery algorithms have been required to discover
less-structured process, such as business and manufacturing
processes in practice. Yahya et al. [9] proposed the method to
improve the incompatibility of the traditional mining algorithm
based on domain expert’s knowledge as constraints of process
discovery. Conformance checking enables a user to evaluate
the quality of a discovered model by comparing against the
event log. It quantifies discrepancies between the discovered
model and the event log, and these diagnostics can be used for
enhancing the model. The purpose of process enhancement is
to improve and extend the model for better alignment with the
event log.

We used process mining for the analysis, because the
method is able to graphically and logically present the pathway
behavior of customers. Most positioning or pathway analyses
described in the literature use a graphical representation of
physical or geospatial pathways and show the actual pathway
in physical space. Although using a graphical representation
of geospatial pathways is a more intuitive way to illustrate
movement, it is not easy to identify the underlying nature of
the movement.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
studies that have applied process mining technology in a
variety of research areas. Section III introduces the mining
algorithm used in this paper. Section IV presents the case
study. We collected real event logs from a retail store of
the Korean fashion brand Kolon Sport and applied a process
mining technique to describe customer pathways. In Section V,
we summarize the research and propose future directions.

II. RELATED WORKS

Process mining was first introduced in the mid-1990s,
and the algorithms and methods began to be formalized in
the 2000s [10]. Because the concept and methods are still
relatively new and still developing, a few research studies
have yet been published. Some of the limited research on the
application of process mining is introduced in this section.

Process mining has been used to analyze clinical pathways
in real-life health care applications [11]. Mans et al. [12]
summarized 40 publications about process mining applied in
health care and described how the technique helps domain
experts understand patients’ behavior. Some research has
focused on analyzing less-structured manufacturing processes.
Rozinat et al. [13] showed how the process mining technique
was applied to improve the testing processes of ASML. This
paper examines customer behavior issues using real-time data.
In retail environments, indoor positioning technology enables
the collection of data, especially a customer’s location in a
store [14]. The recent ability to track a shopper’s position
has motivated researchers to investigate customers’ in-store

behavior. Zeng et al. [15] proposed a way to determine
customers’ current states based on profiling WiFi channel
state information. Yaeli et al. [16] used mobile-based location
technologies to provide information about shoppers’ locations.
They visualized basic information about customers’ shopping
paths within a shop.

A WiFi-based indoor positioning system collects signals
transmitted by personal smart devices and determines the
positions of customers using triangulation algorithms [17].
A recent standard on Bluetooth-based communication called
Bluetooth low energy is characterized by high scan rates and
very low power. It provides a reliable way to establish a
person’s position [18].

To the best of our knowledge, no studies have applied
process mining techniques to the analysis of customer behav-
ior by using event logs collected by indoor positioning
technologies. Our method is novel, because we provide a
comprehensive view of an entire shopping path in the form
of a Petri net, using a well-structured process modeling
formalism [19]. We also conducted a field test at a retail store
in Seoul, South Korea. We collected customer location data
within an experimental period and performed a case study
to demonstrate the application of process mining to analyze
customer behavior. We used a WiFi-based indoor positioning
system that automatically collects the location of a customer
if the WiFi function is activated on his or her smartphone.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Basic Definitions

Definition 1 (Event, Trace, and Log): Let E be a finite set
of events. A trace σ is a sequence of events in E : σ =<
e1, e2, . . . , eN >, where the size of the trace |σ | is N ∈ N.
Let S be a set of traces over E . A log L is a nonempty set of
traces: L = {σ1, σ2, . . . , σT }, where ∀i ∈ [1, T ], σi ∈ S.
For example, L = {< a, e, d >2,< a, b, c, d >} represents
a log consisting of three traces: two instances of < a, e, d >
and < a, b, c, d >.

Definition 2 (Petri Nets): A Petri net is a process model
that uses modeling formalism to represent the flow of a
process. In this paper, we used a Petri net to provide infor-
mation about a discovered process model. A Petri net is a
triplet (P, T, F), where P is a set of places and T is a
set of transitions such that P ∩ T = ∅, and F is a set of
directed arcs defined as a Cartesian product of P and T :
F = (P ×T )∪(T × P). In this paper, a place is represented by
a circle, and a transition is represented by a box. We assume
the standard semantics of Petri net [19].

B. Selecting a Mining Algorithm

An event log, especially one obtained from human behavior,
normally contains infrequent traces. These infrequent traces
make it challenging for process discovery to deliver an ade-
quate model to explain how human behaviors are organized.
A discovered model that reproduces too many sequences
of events, including infrequent ones, may sacrifice model
simplicity, the ability to express captured behaviors in a simple
and well-structured manner. Meanwhile, a discovered model
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Fig. 1. (a) Block-structured workflow net. (b) Process tree denoted the workflow net on (a).

that ignores all infrequent traces may lose fitness and fail to
reproduce significant traces in the log. Therefore, to discover a
process model using an event log with infrequent traces, it is
often necessary to obtain a “highway” model that provides
a behavioral overview of the original process. This more
intuitive model can be used as a starting point when analyzing
a real-life event log [20].

There are two ways to handle event logs with infrequent
traces. One way is to filter out infrequent traces by preprocess-
ing the raw data and then apply basic mining techniques to
the refined log. Mining algorithms, such as Alpha [6] and ILP
miner [21], can be used to discover a process model after the
filtering procedure. However, this method requires additional
effort to selectively choose meaningful traces from all event
logs, and an undesirable result is highly likely. Another method
is to use advanced mining techniques, such as a genetic
miner [7] or a heuristic miner [8], to remove infrequent
traces in the process of running the algorithm. However, a
genetic miner may fail to obtain an adequate model within
the finite running time, and a heuristic miner often results in
an unsound model, which is difficult to analyze for several
reasons, including start and end places that are not well
specified, deadlocks appearing in the model, and the model
being unable to reach an appropriate endpoint.

For this paper, we gathered the event log of customers
exploring a retail store. It contained infrequent traces typical of
human activity. Moreover, variation of the WiFi signal strength
may have led to missing records during data collection,
causing an incomplete event log [22]. Therefore, we needed a
process mining approach that could handle an infrequent and
incomplete event log to obtain a model that guarantees reason-
able quality in terms of simplicity and fitness. Inductive mining
algorithms build the process model in a fast and reliable
way while maintaining model soundness, an important quality
measure of the discovered process; all events can be exe-
cuted, and the predefined final state is always reachable [23].
We, therefore, used the “inductive mining—infrequent” exten-
sion to deal with a real-life log that contains a variety of
infrequent traces [20].

C. Inductive Mining Algorithm—Infrequent

Inductive miner algorithms use a divide-and-conquer frame-
work that splits an entire event log into several sublogs to
construct a process tree, which is an abstract representation

of a sound block-structured workflow net [23]. A workflow
net is a derivative of the Petri net that guarantees model
soundness. Block-structured workflow nets can be divided
into several subnets with a single start and exit place, and
these subsets are also constructed as workflow nets, preserving
model soundness [24]. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a block-
structured workflow net.

A process tree is an output of an inductive mining algorithm
that can be easily transformed to a block-structured workflow
net [6]. On the process tree, a leaf node indicates a single
event, and a nonleaf node indicates an operator explaining
how child nodes are combined. In this algorithm, four different
operators are considered: →, ×, ∧, and � [20], [23].

1) → operator: → (M1, M2, . . . , Mn) indicates sequential
execution of subtree M1, M2, . . . , Mn . When Li indi-
cates a set of traces generated from subtree Mi , then

→ (L1, . . . , Ln) = {σ1 · σ2 · . . . · σn | ∀i : σi ∈ Li }.
2) × operator: ×(M1, M2, . . . , Mn) indicates that subtrees

M1, M2, . . . , Mn are chosen exclusively

×(L1, . . . , Ln) =
⋃

1≤i≤n

Li .

3) ∧ operator: ∧(M1, M2,…,Mn ) means that subtrees
M1, M2, …, Mn are concurrent. Therefore, all events
in Li can be interleaved in a combined trace ∧(M1,
M2,…,Mn).

4) � operator: �(M1,M2,…,Mn) is composed of
loop body M1 and redo M2,…,Mn . A trace of
�(L1,L2, …, Ln) starts with a trace of L1, and then
a trace of redo L2, …, Ln is executed, followed by
another trace of L1:

� (L1, . . . , Ln) = {
σ1 · σ ′

1 · σ2 · σ ′
2 · . . . · σm |

∀i : σi ∈ L1 ∧ σ ′
i ∈

⋃

2≤ j≤n

L j
}
.

Fig. 1(b) shows an example process tree → (×(a, b),∧(�
(×(c, d), e),→ ( f, g)), h) that denotes the block-structured
workflow net in Fig. 1(a)

The inductive miner algorithm begins with the construction
of a “directly follows” graph from an event log. Fig. 2
shows the directly follows graph of event log L = { <
a, d, b, e, f, b, e >100, < a, b, d >50, < c, b, e >40, <
c, d, b, e >20 }. In this figure, an arrow between two events
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Fig. 2. Example of sequential (→) cut on a directly follows graph.

Fig. 3. WiFi signal-detecting device installed in a Kolon Sport store.

means that there exists at least one occurrence of one event
directly followed by the other. The inductive mining algorithm
divides the graph in accordance with each operator. For
instance, the dotted line in Fig. 2 represents a → cut. Because
every arc starts from an event to the left of the dotted line
and ends with an event to the right, this cut represents the
→ operator between two groups of events. Given an event
log, the algorithm continues to divide the graph into smaller
subsets until each subset contains only one event. Based on
the results of the cuts, the algorithm builds a process tree and
converts it into a block-structured workflow net. Details of the
cut strategies for ×,∧, and � are in [20].

IV. NUMERICAL STUDY AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental Design

As part of the Smart Store project of the fashion brand
Kolon Sport, a WiFi signal-detecting device called a Joyi
Square is installed in selected retail stores to collect the
indoor location of customers. Fig. 3 shows a Joyi Square
developed by Joyi Corporation installed in the store. This
system is able to detect the current location of customers who
have WiFi activated on their smartphones. The store chosen
for our experiment has three floors, and different items are
displayed on each floor. The first, second, and third floors
display women’s, men’s, and camping goods, respectively.
We installed WiFi signal-detecting devices on the first and
second floors to identify customers’ locations with respect
to the predetermined shopping zones, as shown in Fig. 4.
We divided the entire floor into zones according to the

Fig. 4. Predetermined shopping zones of the Kolon Sport store.

Fig. 5. Display changes in zone 1f-right. (a) Before change. (b) After change.

characteristics of the displayed items. We focused particularly
on zone 1f-right, where customers enter and leave the store.

We assumed that a change in the store display may influence
the shoppers’ pathways. The store manager noted that the dis-
play of the entering zone, 1f-right, directly affects customers’
pathways. Also, based on the intuition of the manager, the
overall revenue of the store might depend on how the items are
displayed. Therefore, we conducted an experiment to show the
evolution of the shopping pathway before and after the display
change in 1f-right. More specifically, we collected all cus-
tomer event-log data from October 1 to November 30, 2015,
maintaining the same set of items except in the display of the
entrance zone, 1f-right. We replaced the mannequins equipped
with best-selling items with an item stand displaying other
goods on November 7. Fig. 5 shows the display change. After
the change, customers could see and touch items as soon as
they entered the store. We expected that the early interaction
with items would lead customers to explore other parts of
the store more actively. To specify the effect of the display
change, we constructed two process models using the event
logs before and after the change. An event log collected on
one business day was used to make a process model of that
day. We compared two process models to describe the evolving
customer pathway. The models derived from these two days,
before and after the change, are regarded as references.

B. Data Preprocessing

The collected data have five fields: “Mac Address,” indicat-
ing the case ID, “Zone,” recording the customer’s location,
“Time Stamp,” indicating the time of the signal detection,
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Fig. 6. Visit and retention rates over the experimental period.

“Revisit Count,” recording the total number of visits by each
case ID, and “Revisit Period,” recording the time elapsed
between the last and current visit. The time difference between
the first and last signal detection in the specific zone is the
“dwell time” (the time that the customer spends in the zone).
In our analysis, we only included records in which the dwell
time was greater than the threshold (≥ 10 s). If the revisit
count is over threshold k, and the revisit period is less than
threshold p, then we consider that the case ID indicates a store
clerk and remove it from the analysis.

C. Analysis Results: Basic Statistics

First, we observed the overall behavior of the customer
visit using simple statistics. Here, we used the event log from
September 1 to September 30. Fig. 6 shows the visit and
retention rates within the data collection period. The visit rate
is defined as follows:
Visit rate = (# of customer visit)

(# of customer visit) + (# of customer pass)

where (# of customer pass) means that the customer is detected
outside the store, but never enters. The retention rate indicates
customers staying more than 10 min as follows:

Retention rate = (# of customer visit | dwell time ≥ 10min)

(# of customer visit)
.

Fig. 6 shows that the display changes positively affected the
visit and retention rates of the store. Each time the shop man-
ager changed the display, the visit and retention rates increased
temporarily. Table I presents a summary of the statistics.
Note that the visiting rates continually fluctuated. During the
experimental period presented in the second column (“Entire
period”) in Table I, the visiting rate increased on 16 out of
the total 29 days. Specifically, an increase in the visiting rate
means that the number of visits on day i was greater than
that on day i − 1. The point estimate for the probability of
increase was (0.552 ± 0.181) with 95% confidence. Next, the
experimental period was decomposed into two different cases:
days when the display was not changed (the column titled
“No display change”) and days when the display was changed
(the column titled “Display change”). When the display was
not changed, the estimated probability of the visiting rate

TABLE I

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF VISIT AND RETENTION RATES

TABLE II

CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AFTER VISITING ZONE 1F-RIGHT

increasing was (0.48±0.196) with 95% confidence. However,
when the display was changed, the visiting rate increased
every time. Because the display was changed only four times,
it is difficult to conclusively estimate a probability value.
However, these results certainly provide a direction for further
investigation. Note that the goal of this analysis was not to
explore customer behavior per se. Rather, we have attempted
to demonstrate the applicability of WiFi-based technology for
studying customer behavior, and the results in Table I confirm
the value of this approach and the underlying technology.

D. Analysis Results: Process Mining

We analyzed and compared the process models discovered
from the event logs of two reference dates, as described in
Section IV-A. Because the main display change occurred on
November 7, we constructed the first process model using the
data obtained on October 28, the date of highest revenue before
the change. The second process model was built from the data
obtained on November 28, the date of highest revenue after
the change. We used an inductive miner with ProM 6.5.2 and
observed that the models are completely different, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. In the first process model, presented in
Fig. 7, decision points are mined in front of each zone. At the
decision point, a customer must decide whether to visit the
zone or skip it using a bypass transition. Skipping a zone
implies a negative sales effect on the store. A customer can
skip every zone using the bypass on top of the discovered
Petri net. After the display change, the process model in
Fig. 8 implies that all other zones can be visited immediately
after 1f-right. The loop pattern is mined to enable customers
to revisit other zones more actively. Table II shows which
locations customers visited immediately after 1f-right. Before
the change, 39% of the customers left the store. The proportion
of leaving customers decreased to 30% after the change.
In addition, more customers decided to explore other zones
of the store. In particular, the proportion of customers who
visited zones on the first floor dramatically increased from
15.2% to 41.2%. These results are in accordance with the
sales summary presented in Table III.

Average sales increased in the second half of the period
compared with the first half of the period. We also observed
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Fig. 7. Petri net model discovered by applying inductive mining on the event log from before the change.

TABLE III

SALES REVENUE BEFORE AND AFTER THE DISPLAY CHANGE

Fig. 8. Petri net model discovered by applying inductive mining on the event
log from after the change.

that the sales of women’s items displayed on the first floor
markedly increased, and our interpretation of this finding is
that because of the display change, the number of customers
who visited the first floor increased, thus increasing sales on
that floor. This result shows that the decision to locate the
item stand at the entrance attracted the customers’ interest and
influenced them to look at other nearby items.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce process mining technology as a
tool for analysis of customer pathways. The discovered process
model provides a formal representation of the overall shopping
pathway that can be observed in the store. The results of the
case study show that the customers’ pathway in the store could
be varied by changing the display, and we observed a clear
difference when comparing two reference models constructed
from collected event logs.

The sales and traffic volume also changed after the pathway
was altered. Although there is a relationship between the
pathway and the sales and traffic volumes, it is important to
note that we do not know that the pathway change actually
caused the sales and traffic volume changes. Further inves-
tigation is needed to establish causality between the pathway
movement and the sales and traffic volume. Moreover, this is a

preliminary study to show the possibility of using WiFi-based
motion tracking technology with process mining techniques.
The pathway analysis presented in this paper does not specify
particular customer activities, such as asking help from sales
staff, visiting a fitting room, and paying at the cash counter.

Note that the main benefit of process mining is to identify
the occurrence of bottlenecks caused by constrained resources.
Although the experiment performed in this paper did not con-
tain any explicit constraint issues, the experimental approach
and method can be easily extended to analyze the issues of
bottlenecks and constrained resources. For example, in a larger
scale experiment at a larger store, the resource constraint issues
affecting various situations, such as the payment process at
cashier counters, riding an elevator in-store, and the trying-on
process at fitting rooms, could be investigated. Incorporation
of these activities and resources in the modeling could pro-
vide more valuable insight. We will examine this modeling
approach in a future study.

Another possible future direction of this paper would be to
design a process mining framework for pathway analysis. One
good example of framework design can be found in the work
of Yang and Hwang [25], which presents a process mining
framework to uncover health care fraud and abuse. Developing
such a framework specifically for pathway analysis would add
further value to this paper.
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